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Abstract:  This paper deals with ultrasound fetal image for finding the abnormalities of fetal in first trimester period of 

pregnancy. Finding aberration in first trimester period is essential in order to overcome the abnormalities by suitable 

medical treatments. A way to identify the abnormalities this research work proposes an object-based feature selection and 

an optimization module. OBF uses Structural information extracted from an object to address the curse of dimensionality. 

Multi resolution segmentation and object based feature extraction are performed for fetal image and particle swarm 

optimization is used to evaluate and sharpen the accuracy of the detection methodology. Experimental results depict 

hybrid object based optimization model produces remarkable results. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A simple ultrasound instrument produces high-frequency sound waves that reach and reflect back from a different layer of 

body tissue. The reflected echo signals are converted into an electrical signal with the help of suitable transducers. The instrument 

calculates the distance from the probe to tissue using the speed of sound in tissue and time of each echo’s returns. Then it displays 

the distance and intensities of echoes on the screen forming a 3D image. Ovulation, conceptus, Embryonic and fetal are the four 

stages of first trimester period. A transabdominal or transvaginal approach is used to observe the fetal abnormalities in first 

trimester period. Monitoring the fetal growth in first trimester period is significantly used in past three decades. Extraction of 

information from image based on the fetal features present in US machine for classification and analysis to obtain best results. In 

general the classification algorithm is divided into pixel-based classification (PBC) and object-based classification (OBC). PBC 

works only with information from single pixels of the fetal image. OBC method divides the image into small objects which made of 

groups of pixels.  

 

Figure 1 Clinical Suspicion of Early pregnancy failure 

This method minimizes complexity and redundancy in the spatial detail of images. Figure 1 depicts the clinical suspicion of 

early pregnancy failure for the first trimester period fetus. In the abnormality detection process this ultrasound image measures the 

gestational sac and embryo for obtaining the status of the fetus as normal or abnormal. Charts are given in figure 2 and 3 for various 

values of sac and embryo. These values are predefined by the medical association from all over the world and the values are 

standard in all regions, the fetus and yolk sac in given in the ultrasound image. The main advantage of OBC is producing hundreds 

of different features for each image object (IO).  This large number of feature information leads two drawbacks. First one is this 

huge data will increase computational burden of classification procedure. The second one is the accuracy of classification is 

degraded because of the curse-of-dimensionality issue. Selection of optimum feature for image processing is important for 

explanatory problems because of computational complexity and irritation of dimensionality issue. 
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Figure 2 Chart and sizes for Transvaginal ultrasound 

Transabdominal ultrasound size ratios are given in figure 3 and it is similar to transvaginal with small variations in its sizes 

such 9mm in embryo and 20 mm and 25 mm in gestational sac. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Chart and sizes for Transabdominal Ultrasound  

Feature selection can be implemented to manage the major issues of OBC i.e., the type of features and its number. The 

function of feature selection is broadly divided into two types: wrapper and filter algorithms. In filter algorithms, Redundant and 

least important features are removed from the feature set by using statistical attributes. In wrapper methods, based on the 

monitoring of both learning algorithm and the training data, this method uses an iterative procedure to select the best subset of the 

feature. Concurrent selection of features with learning process gives better output than Filter methods. This paper proposes an 

innovative two-step framework. The first step of processing segmented the image into IOs and OBFs. Spectral, textural, and 

structural features were extracted for each IO. Figure 4 gives the general illustration of image classification. 

    

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 General Illustration of Image classification   

To improve the objective function of input fetal image that can be optimized using particle swarm optimization technique. PSO 

is used to find an approximate solution for extremely difficult problems. Research paper organized as introduction as first section, a 

deep and crispy literature survey about optimization models as second section, third section proposes a PSO based optimization 

model in fetal image abnormality detection and the last section discusses about the experimental setup and results.  

II. RELATED WORKS 

This extensive literature review shows the features of ultrasound for detection of malformation in first trimester period of 

pregnancy. Literature [1] focused on congenital rubella syndrome (CRS) infection during the early stage of pregnancy. Rubella 

virus infection causes cardiac septal defects, pulmonary artery stenosis, microcephaly, cataract, microphtalmia, and 

hepatosplenomegaly to fetus. Literature [3] explores the characteristics of different pregnancy and identifies the structural 

anomalies. Literature [2] reported huge range of fetal abnormalities during 11 -13th week of pregnancy. The measurement of 

crown-rump-length in 11-14 week explored gestational age. [4] [5] Nuchal translucency (NT) measurement in an early stage, 

assessing the risk of aneuploidy. Major anomalies detected in first trimester are higher in fetuses with increased Nuchal 

translucency. 
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Literature [6] described the detection of fetal limb anomalies. It incorporates with other malformation in context of different 

syndromes. Author presented two cases of isolated fetal limb anomalies that associated with distal part of upper limb. The 

ultrasound fetal examination identifies the phalangeal aplasia namely fetal hand. Literature [7] [8] reveals the structural 

abnormalities in twin pregnancies. Detection of structural malformation in twins was large for cranial vault, midline brain and 

abdominal wall defects. Discrepancy in crown–rump length and nuchal translucency increase the abnormalities of fetal structure. 

Chromosomal aberrations and structural anomalies of fetal were identified by sonographic findings. The important finding in [9] 

shows anti-epileptic drugs (AEDs) in earlier stage of pregnancy and specific congenital anomalies of the fetus. Another finding 

from the Literature [11] describes the Trisomy syndrome is a rare chromosomal anomaly associated with multisystem 

dysmorphism and central nervous system (CNS) malformations. The literature [12] describes more about the most common Dandy-

Walker malformation (DWM). It indicates the spectrum of abnormalities of the posterior fossa that are categorized using CT scans, 

such as classic DWM. Dandy-Walker variant is one of the variable hypoplasia[10] [13] occurs in the cerebellar vermis, with or 

without enlargement of the posterior fossa. Megacisterna magna is an enlarged cistern magna, which is unaffected cerebellar vermis 

and fourth ventricle. The clinical and sonographic findings that have been describe the CNS abnormalities, facial abnormalities, 

cranial abnormalities, congenital heart defects, skeletal defects, urogenital malformations, and intrauterine growth restriction. The 

article provides the prenatal ultrasound findings in a second-trimester diagnosis of a nonmosaic trisomy fetus with increased nuchal 

translucency in the first trimester.  

In Literature [14] author proposed the genetic algorithm as a function for developing an optimized model using machine 

learning approach. Genetic algorithm is used to obtain the optimization results for the images sets. Literature [15] proposed an 

optimization based on object feature selection method. This research work has automation for fetal scene detection its enhanced 

quality reduces the complexities with minimum processing time. Literature [16] describes about the SIFT technique uses in image 

processing from a line scanning ophthalmoscope and the computed results are compared with other works and shows that SIFT 

computes twice as fast as conventional methods. The study of PSO in many benchmark optimization problems used by researchers 

to analysis novel optimization techniques [17]–[19].In Literature [20] the given fetal image (control variables were continuous) was 

classified as one of mixed integer nonlinear optimization. It demonstrated the complex optimization problem by enriching the 

output accuracy and reducing computational time. An adaptive uniform mutation [21] was used to improve the performance of 

object based feature selection. Self learning ability of each particle in an object improves its overall result. This [22] author’s 

research was based on differential learning to exhibit the image with sparse solutions in search space. First method for selecting 

base vector Xbest was done from big crowding distance. In second method two random solutions Xn1 and Xn2, are set as 

differential vectors. Literature [23] explicit four major types of PSO worked in boundary constraints: absorbing, reflecting, 

damping and invisible. [26] Proposed a new image annotation Method which was based on PSO and a new class of kernels. The 

kernels get better values when both share the same Pixel value and the same object value. In other experiments based on feature 

selection optimization, authors in [24] proposed a method from a set of choices in a objects. In object image searching. The most 

important factor was execution time and resources that are consumed for find a set of parameters from input fetal image.  

Optimization of deep learning algorithms where demonstrated for PSO over traditional object image searching [25]. Image object 

searching is inefficient and could provide poor selection(s) because the set originally has been built with poor choices. From the 

revision of various research articles, PSO model has better optimization results in general image classification based research works. 

Still utilization of PSO in fetus image classification is not yet available, this shows a view of implementing PSO in fetus 

classification for producing an optimized results.  

III. PROPOSED WORK 

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is motivated by movements and communications of insects, fish schooling or bird flocking. 

Inspired from the nature, PSO is designed for solving optimization problems without wide knowledge in this domain. It uses simple 

operators for performing mathematical operations. So it requires less memory and computationally inexpensive and it provides high 

speed for processing. 
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Figure 4 Particle Swarm Optimization   

The group of object solution to the optimization problem is referred by the term swarm of “particles”. The optimization 

function determines position, velocity and a fitness value of each particle. The direction and distance of fly is measured by particle 

velocity. Based on personal extreme of particle, system updates its velocity and position. Initialization of PSO is performed with set 

of random particles. Particles take its position from one place to another place through solution space. And particles evaluated for 

few fitness criterion. They were under gone iteration process for updating Particles by two best values iteration. The major issue of 

object based classification is curse of dimensionality. To overcome this problem we proposed wrapper feature selection (FS) 

approach. Input fetal image were segmented to image objects (IO) and then feature related objectives to each IO were extracted. 

Following this PSO fused with minimum distance for choosing the optimum features. In protection of choosing of minimum 

distance as a object based classifier. In this proposed method were processed fully with object based feature (OBF). This OBF 

contains spectral, textural and structural features of each image object. The optimal spectral–textural–structural feature values were 

selected for PSO algorithm. 

a. Fetal Image Segmentation and Feature Selection 
The important part of OBC is generating fetal image under the basis of fetal image segmentation. This was done through 

multi-resolution fetal image segmentation technique. To perform high level of segmentation it uses three basic functions namely 

scaling, shaping and compactness. Trial and error method is handled to implement these functions. Following this process was 

validated visually, the functions of scale, shape, and compactness were set to some random value first and second image.  The three 

categories of OBFs, namely, spectral, structural, and textural features, were extracted for each IO in both images after segmentation 

process. 

b. Particle Swarm Optimization for Object-Based Feature Selection (PSO-OBFS) 

 

Binary version of optimization technique was proposed namely BPSO. BPSO is stochastic optimization technique based 

on population. In this optimization technique input fetal image particle is denoted as binary bit string, in which each bit have either 

0 or 1. Movement of each image particle according to its velocity, it is calculated as  

                [               ]      [               ]                                   (1) 

Where         is the velocity of particle   at time     the best fitness positions of image particle       (personal best) and 

      (Global Best) were identified by particle I and entire swarm up to     iteration. The random variables    and    are in the 

range [0, 1].   is an inertia weight scaling the previous time step velocity,    and    are two acceleration coefficients. Find out the 

threshold value from velocity by using sigmoid function. Finally, the binary position of each fetal image particle can be obtained by: 

                                                  (2) 
                                                   

Where     is a random number with uniform distribution in the range [0, 1] 

 

Major two important component of PSO is introduction of fetal image object particle and objective function of fetal IO 

particle evaluation. To show the performance of each component, the fetal IO particle explores the features selected for every level. 

The maximum number of features equalized to particle length. Each particle of fetal image is initiated with binary value. 

Optimize objective Function K 
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Figure 5 Proposed OBF-Particle Swarm Optimization model in fetal image classification    

In figure 5 the proposed optimization is depicted and the process starts from fetal input image to classification and based 

on the segmented values the features are selected and then it is given to the optimization module. To find the optimum solution 

for the following PSO model algorithm is used in the proposed model. 

 

 

Basic Algorithm for PSO 

For each IO (image object) Particle 

 Initiate IO Particle with feasible random number 

End 

Do 

 For each IO Particle 

  Determine the fitness value 

  If fitness value is better than best fitness (PBest) 

    Set current value as new PBest 

  Otherwise update the particle value 

 End 

 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The experimental results are obtained by simulating proposed model in matlab14 in Intel i5 operating system with clock 

frequency of 2.10 GHz. The data set is divided into training data sets and test data sets and a training classifier is used for 

classification. Feature selection and extraction are obtained for data set and the evaluation process provides a solution for finding 

the abnormality in fetus. Test data is comprised of feature selection data and it does not included in the evaluation process. The 

total portion of the input image is sub divided into real image which and validation image and test sets.  

Table 1 parameters used in OBF-particle swarm optimization 

classifier Number of features Classification accuracy (%) Training time (s) 

SVM 10 93.00 134.8 

OBF-PSO 10 97.15 83.54 

These three sets of data make the system to work with less computational time with satisfied speed using particle swarm 

optimization model. Table 1 depicts the parameters considered in optimization process. PSO is compared with the SVM classifier 

model and the features are selected less in the PSO model and it produces classification accuracy higher than the SVM model.  
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              (d)                            (e)             (f) 

 

 
            (g)                               (h)                (i) 

 

           
           (j)                      (k) 

Figure 6 Experimental Results. (a) Input Fetal Image of 7.5 weeks (b) De-noising using median filter (c) Logarithmic 

Image (d) Gamma Image (e)MRF segmented Image (f - k)particle swarm optimization. 

Figure 7 depicts the comparison of classification accuracy and training time with proposed OBF PSO model and SVM 

model. In both figure the proposed model has better results as high classification accuracy and minimum computing time for train 

the data for data set. 
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                      (a)                 (b) 

Figure 7 comparison of proposed model with SVM. (a) Accuracy Comparison (b) Training time comparison 

The proposed work has implementation results using particle swarm optimization to obtain the best results in fetal 

abnormality detection using OBF. PSO is used for obtaining the optimum solutions and the results are computed based on the 

parameters. Results depicts the proposed model produces more accurate results for input fetal image using OBF method. Best 

spectral and textural combinations are obtained using OBF and this allows the model to work with minimum computation time.  
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